Text API

Text API - Create fast and efficient
communication via text messages

Use texts when the order is in, the package is outside the door or to
communicate a message with multiple people simultaneously.
Why use texts?
Text messages have a higher reading frequency than
the equivalent communications via email or direct mail.
Integrate our Text API into your business systems to
handle large amounts of texts every day. It’s fast, easy
and cheaper than sending letters.
Select one or more recipients
Our Text message portal can send messages to one or
several recipients. For example, with text to a specific
person, you can confirm an order or notify a delivery.
Want to reach out with fast information to a larger group,
you can easily send a text to multiple recipients at the
same time.
The right text at the right time
You can choose whether you want to send the message
directly or schedule it for later, such as a reminder that
expires 30 minutes before the scheduled time. The
information becomes mobile and can therefore be easily
picked up when and where it is needed. Something that
is especially beneficial for example with discount codes
or visitor information.

Manage many messages
The service has an inbox feature where all conversations
can be managed at the same time in a multi-agent
interface. This way you can easily handle a large
amount of messages, both inbound and outbound. The
appearance of the interface is adapted to resembling
that in a mobile phone.

Customize with API
Customize the flow to suit your requirements, you can
also combine the API with your surrounding systems to
tailor the experience. Manage notifications, information
feeds, orders, changes and additions directly through the
customer’s mobile. Since you choose how to implement
the Text API, you can use to it to send everything from a
single text to posting all orders in your company.
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